
1. Staff are to immediately wash/sanitise hands when entering the store before touching anything   
(shift start, breaks, banking, toilet etc).

2. Staff are to measure their own temperature with company provided thermometer at start and end 
of shift and record on the monthly store employee health control sheet. Staff must also declare daily on 
this control sheet if they are observing any of the known COVID-19 symptoms. They should also advise 
their manager if they do recognise symptoms. Any temperature reading than exceeds 37.5c or is more 
than 1.5c above a staff members normal reading shall be immediately reported to Retail Operations 
Manager.

3. The masks provided should always be used and must not be removed within the store or store-room 
at any time. Two masks shall be provided to each employee. They are washable and can be further 
sterilised through using a hot iron.

4. Staff shall also use hand sanitiser after handwashing.

5 Hand sanitiser to be visible when entering the store and must be offered and used by all customers 
upon entry. If they choose not to use our sanitiser, they must be seen to use their own.

6.Customers must be wearing a mask to enter your store (this is in line with government regulations 
that insist cloth masks must be worn in public). If customer does not have a mask they may enter if they 
agree to purchase one of our masks which can be provided to them. Masks should be offered to pur-
chase for any customer.

7. Shopping baskets to be offered and sanitised before customer usage.

8.Social distancing is critical. Staff must maintain at least 1.5m from each other and customers at all 
times. This is non-negotiable and should be enforced rigorously within store. Signage is displayed in 
store to ensure customers are aware. Enforce this at cash desk please.

9. Cashiers are to use sanitiser after every sales transaction at the till. For their hands and to wipe 
counter top, tablet and Yoco pinpad (Wipe desk and keypad of Yoco after every transaction with 
disinfectant spray.)

10. Only staff to enter customer details on the tablet.

11. Wipe the chairs at the creative table with disinfectant during the day especially after activity

12. No product samples should be out for testing during the COVID-19 epidemic

13. Ensure surfaces are cleaned with disinfectant during the day that is high traffic area like till counter, 
creative table, storeroom door & handle.

14. Staff are to remove aprons before leaving the store for any reason and hang them in storeroom.

15. Any employee that might suspect that they have been in contact with anyone that could be 
COVID-19 positive must inform the Retail Operations Manager immediately. It is all of our 
responsibility to ensure our family and fellow colleagues are safe.

16. The health and safety of your co-workers and yourself within our workplace is your responsibility as 
much as it is your co-workers and the company. If you see this policy is not being adhered to in 
any way or you see opportunities to further minimise health risk instore you must immediately 
contact  the Compliance Officer.

Compliance Officer & Retail Operations  -  Mariska Slabber: 084 767 8877

Health and Safety (HS) within our workplace is of the utmost importance to Yokico. Ensuring a low risk environment is for the benefit of both staff 

and customers. The responsibility for ensuring HS within our retail premises shall be shared amongst all staff and the company. This policy sets out 

important actions, processes and rules that seek to ensure good HS is maintained within stores. It is expected that all staff understand and proac-

tively act in a manner to support the policy and the objectives it seeks to deliver. This is especially true during the COVID-19 epidemic and for which 

many of these policy items have been created.
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